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Abstract We propose a novel robust 3D particle track-

ing technique based on a scanning laser setup. The

method yields Lagrangian statistics in densely-seeded

turbulent flows with good spatial and temporal reso-

lution, overcoming some of the inherent difficulty with

line-of-sight based volumetric methods. To do this we

have developed an effective triangulation method greatly

reducing ghost particle reconstruction using images from

two cameras. A laser sheet is rapidly traversed (‘scanned’)

across a measurement volume illuminating only a thin

slice of the flow at a time. Particle images are taken

at closely-spaced, overlapping nominal laser sheet loca-

tions giving multiple intensity recordings for each in-

dividual particle. The laser-sheet intensity varies as a

Gaussian across its thickness, which is here exploited to

deduce the particle’s probable location along the scan
direction to sub-sheet number resolution by fitting a

similarly-Gaussian profile to the particle’s multiple in-

tensity recordings. The method is presently verified via

numerical experiment using a DNS database. Following

successful reconstruction of a time series of 3D particle

fields, particle tracks are formed from which all compo-

nents of Lagrangian velocity and acceleration are cal-

culated.
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1 Introduction

Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) seeks to uncover

the physics of a particular fluid flow by following indi-

vidual particle tracers over a sequence of time-resolved

recordings. The method is usually based on three steps:

the identification of illuminated tracer particles from

multiple camera views, a triangulation step in which

the probable 3D location of the particles is calculated,

and the linking of subsequent particle locations to form

probable particle trajectories. Commonly implemented

as a particle tracking velocimetry (PTV), it is a well-

established measurement technique used for the study

of 3D Lagrangian particle motion in turbulent flows

(Maas et al, 1993; Virant and Dracos, 1997). The goal

of establishing such particle tracks is often to calculate

Lagrangian velocities (Nishino et al, 1989) and acceler-

ations (Malik et al, 1993).

In order to reconstruct particle trajectories, it must

be possible to both accurately triangulate the locations

of tracer particles, and then unambiguously link parti-

cles to form trajectories. At high particle seeding densi-

ties, required for the spatial resolution of the fine scales

present in high-Reynolds number flows, both of these

operations become challenging. The number of poten-

tial particle image matches increases non-linearly with

seeding density, resulting in ambiguity during the trian-

gulation procedure giving erroneous particle locations.

Difficulties also arise in correctly pairing the same par-

ticle with its appearance in subsequent images given

many nearest-neighbour candidates. There is therefore

an inherent tension between the conditions for accu-

rate Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) and the high

particle densities required to capture the fine scales

of high-Reynolds number flow. Implementations of the

technique exploiting three-dimensional particle track-
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ing velocimetry (3D-PTV) using three (e.g. Maas et al,

1993) or four (e.g. Lüthi et al, 2005) cameras helps re-

solve ambiguities to an extent, however these 3D-PTV

methods are typically limited to relatively low particle

image densities NI of ≈ 0.005 particles per pixel (ppp)

(cf. Maas et al, 1993) in order to maintain confidence

in the deduced particle tracks.

Recent particle tracking implementations seek to

overcome these restrictions, focusing either on accurate

tracking in densely-seeded flows, or on the reconstruc-

tion of the Eulerian field from sparse Lagrangian data.

In the latter category a technique described as ‘pour-

ing time into space’ was recently introduced by Schnei-

ders and Scarano (2016), making use of both the in-

stantaneous velocity and the velocity material deriva-

tive to improve the consistency of the reconstructed

instantaneous velocity fields within the framework of

sparse tracks. Another approach is the so-called ‘Flow-

Fit’ method (Gesemann et al, 2016), which employs a

system of smooth B-splines and invokes physical con-

straints during velocity, acceleration and pressure field

reconstruction. The method is thus able to increase

the spatial and temporal resolution by ‘supersampling’

the starting scattered data, additionally reducing noise

during the process. On the other hand several novel

approaches have emerged recently to track particles

successfully at higher tracer particle densities. Notable

is the ‘Shake-The-Box’ method (Schanz et al, 2016)

extending the Iterative Particle Reconstruction (IPR)

methodology of Wieneke (2013). Initialised individual

tracks are prolonged to the next time step via extrap-

olation, where the predicted particle locations are cor-

rected by ‘shaking’ them in space and image match-

ing in time. Since ghost particles do not typically gen-

erate consistent tracks persisting over several succes-

sive recordings, essentially ghost-free, and very accu-

rate, particle tracks are generated for particle image

densities of up to ≈ 0.125 ppp. Temporal information is

thus exploited in addition to the purely spatial informa-

tion offered by conventional tomographic PIV (Elsinga

et al, 2006). Attempts have also been made recently

to find 3D particle locations directly from the recon-

structed intensity volumes from tomographic PIV, for

example the Tomo-3D-PTV of Novara and Scarano (2013),

although this approach is susceptible to errors when

particle tracking is undertaken since many ghost par-

ticles are reconstructed at high seeding densities. The

concept of particle prediction as introduced in the ‘Shake-

The-Box’ method (Schanz et al, 2016) is extended into

the domain of tomographic PIV by Lynch and Scarano

(2015) with an efficient ‘motion-tracking-enhanced’ in-

tensity field reconstruction. The number of ghost parti-

cles is thus significantly reduced, and combined with

a suitable tracking scheme, such an approach could

increase the particle density at which Tomo-3D-PTV

could be applied.

The present LPT methodology is shown to be ef-

fective and accurate up to an equivalent particle image

density of NI ≈ 0.125 ppp, using only two high-speed

cameras to record particle images and a scanning laser

sheet to illuminate tracer particles. This is similar to

the upper particle image density limit tackled by the

four-camera setup of Schanz et al (2016), considering

this method to be the standard against which com-

parison is relevant, and builds upon the previous use

of scanning PTV at a lower Reynolds number (Hoyer

et al, 2005). The present scanning technique thus per-

mits us to extend the seeding density at which a ‘classic’

LPT methodology such as that of Maas et al (1993),

where sequential particle fields are triangulated follow-

ing which particles are linked to form tracks, can be

used. 3D particle field reconstruction is completed for

each individual sheet location along the scan, permit-

ting higher particle densities and more accurate trian-

gulation by restricting individual particle locations to

the thin illuminated volume where the particle was im-

aged. The triangulation process is improved by using a

fitted sheet number (Knutsen et al, 2017) as opposed

to the nominal sheet number for particles identified in

each image. Less than 5% of reconstructed particles are

ghost particles at a high equivalent particle image den-

sity of NI ≈ 0.05 ppp, at which point ‘classic’ volumet-

ric methods as used for PTV (i.e. Nishino et al, 1989;

Maas et al, 1993; Malik et al, 1993) typically recon-

struct approximately the same number of ghost and

true particles (Schanz et al, 2016). Lagrangian parti-

cle tracking is performed on the reconstructed particles

to calculate velocities and accelerations. At present the

method is verified via a synthetic experiment using a

database born of direct numerical simulation (DNS).

The method is intended for experimental investigation

of high-Reynolds number turbulent flows.

1.1 Outline

Sect. 2 describes the present scanning PTV method.

How various parameters of the method affect 3D par-

ticle triangulation within the measurement volume is

considered in Sect. 3, addressing both controllable (Sect.

3.2) and uncontrollable (Sect. 3.3) effects. Results of a

synthetic experiment are presented in Sect. 4.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the scanning PTV setup showing two
camera views and nominal laser sheet numbers

2 Scanning PTV Methodology

In this section we will introduce and describe the prin-

ciples of a new method of PTV based on a scanning

laser light source. Figure 1 shows a schematic represen-

tation of the scanning setup, depicting the two camera

views and the subsequent positions of the thin volume

illuminated by the scanning laser. Table 1 notes the

nomenclature adopted throughout the present work.

The experimental configuration for data acquisition is

closely related to a standard scanning PIV setup, in

which the general concept is that one or more cam-

eras capture particle images as a light sheet is quickly

scanned across a measurement volume (e.g. Brücker,

1995; Zhang et al, 2008; Lawson and Dawson, 2014).

The speed of the traversing laser sheet ensures the field

is approximately ‘frozen’ as the laser scans through the

volume (the error introduced by finite scanning speeds

is addressed in Sect. 3.2.4). The main components re-

quired to undertake such an experiment are high speed

cameras, a pulsed laser light source and a mechanical

or optical scanning mechanism. The scanning mecha-

nism deflects the laser beam, expanded to form a laser

sheet in order to illuminate particles in thin slices of

the domain, such that it traverses across a volume of

interest. Over the course of the scan, Ns images are

acquired by each camera at nominal sheet numbers

ns = 1, 2, 3, . . . , Ns which are ideally equispaced along

the scanning direction z (figure 1). In scanning PIV,

particle images can be used directly to reconstruct ve-

locity fields at different depths z via stereoscopic PIV,

and ‘stacking’ them to recover a volumetric velocity

field (i.e. Brücker, 1995), or indirectly via a volumet-

ric intensity reconstruction scheme before application

of a cross-correlation algorithm (Lawson and Dawson,

2014). In the present work the particle images are in-

stead used for particle tracking following 3D particle

field reconstruction.

PTV algorithms are generally comprised of three

steps:

1) detecting the image location of particles from all

camera views;

2) determining the probable 3D particle locations, of-

ten relying on the intersection of epipolar lines; and

3) linking the particles’ locations at successive time in-

stances to form particle tracks

The main contribution of the present work it that of an

improved triangulation method for step 2).

2.1 Detection of particle image locations

Laser light scattered from seeding particles is collected

via the cameras’ optics in the form of particle images.

To reduce the impact of noise, image preprocessing is

applied. Importantly the preprocessing is chosen in such

a way that the intensity information of each particle

over the course of a scan is preserved. Dark images are

subtracted, and the intensity of each image is rescaled

to equalise the image brightness between camera views.

Image noise is then reduced by using a Gaussian low-

pass filter, with 3 × 3 pixel (px) window size and a

standard deviation of 0.5 px, which also reduces the in-

cidence of false particle detection. Such a filter has a

negligible role in the noise-free cases for the range of

particle image densities presently investigated, but is

important when image noise is present (as an exam-

ple, using such a filter with the 5% image noise case of

Sect. 3.3.1 permits roughly the same number of parti-

cles to be reconstructed as for the noise-free case when

the equivalent particle image density is NI ≈ 0.05 ppp).

To identify particle image locations at sub-pixel accu-

racy, a standard 2D peak-finding algorithm is applied,

which first identifies pixels above a prescribed threshold

(presently based on the average of the 10 brightest pix-

els), and then fits two 1D Gaussian functions (Ouellette

et al, 2006) to neighbouring pixels.

One of the challenges of higher seeding densities is

the effect of overlapping particles within images. Cierpka

et al (2013) shows that with increasing particle den-

sity, the percentage of particles overlapping also in-

creases, which could lead to a shift in 2D peak iden-

tification, possibly resulting in significant positional er-

rors. In scanning PIV, since the whole volume is subdi-

vided into many smaller volumes (i.e. laser sheet thick-

nesses), the incidence of overlapping particle images is

significantly reduced when compared to methods which

illuminate the entire volume simultaneously for image

taking. The present sub-pixel identification method at-

tempts to avoid erroneous particle identification due to
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Table 1 Nomenclature. [L] is the length and [T ] the time
unit adopted in the physical experiment or DNS database

Parameter Symbol Unit

Nominal sheet number ns
Fitted sheet number fs
Number of laser sheets Ns
Sheet e−1 width w [L]
Sheet overlap ∆z [L]
Meas. volume dimensions Lx, Ly, Lz [L]
Particle density (3D) NV ppv
Equiv. particle image density NI ppp
Particle image density, per sheet NI,s ppp
Particle image diameter D [L]
Number of particles N
Number in a single sheet Nps
Number of overlapping Nos
particles in a single sheet
Magnification M px/[L]
Sheet speed us [L]/[T ]
rms turbulent velocity u′rms [L]/[T ]
Kolmogorov lengthscale η [L]
Kolmogorov timescale τη [T ]

the remaining overlapping particles by rejecting parti-

cle locations if more than one peak is identified within

a radius of 2-3 px.

2.2 Triangulation method

Once the 2D locations in both camera views are identi-

fied, starting from an identified particle location in one

camera image, an epipolar line in the second camera

image can be calculated based on existing knowledge of

the camera calibrations. Particle images in the second

camera image coinciding with the epipolar line are can-

didates to be that same particle’s image in the second

view. The length of this epipolar line is determined by

the estimated depth (coordinate z on figure 1) range

of the particle in the object space coordinate. In typ-

ical triangulation procedures (Maas et al, 1993) this

depth is chosen to be that of the illuminated measure-

ment volume, classically the entire volume of interest.

At high seeding densities, there can be many possible

particle matches from the other view(s), the number be-

ing linearly proportional to the length of the epipolar

line (Maas et al, 1993). A better estimate of the par-

ticle’s location along the depth coordinate z in object

space will restrict the length of the epipolar line and

thus reduce the number of possible matches.

Using a scanning technique (Hoyer et al, 2005) re-

duces this depth to a fraction of the entire measure-

ment volume. Having restricted the particle’s location

to the known z position of a nominal laser sheet ns,

Hoyer et al (2005) used the thickness of the laser sheet

as the length of the epipolar line for triangulation of

individual particles. Such a scheme represents a great

improvement in comparison to using the whole mea-

surement volume depth, since the triangulation process

begins with a much better estimate of the particle’s lo-

cation along the scan direction z, reducing ambiguous

matching to other particles. Yet the chances of incor-

rect matching between camera images remains an issue,

especially when seeding density increases for better spa-

tial resolution of high-Reynolds number flows.

The present technique seeks to improve this scan-

ning setup by further tightening the particle’s location

along the scan direction. In addition to the nominal

sheet number ns introduced above, a fitted fractional

sheet number fs is central to the current triangula-

tion method. The nominal sheet number corresponds

to the sheet number in which the particle is identi-

fied, changing value as the particle is illuminated by

subsequent (overlapping) laser sheets as the laser sheet

scans through the volume. The fractional sheet number

fs indicates the hypothetical sheet number where the

particle location would coincide with the centre of the

laser sheet (location of peak intensity, assuming some

intensity distribution) as the laser sheet scans over it.

To find fs, instances of the same particle being illu-

minated by successive, overlapped sheets are grouped

using a nearest neighbour approach. A search region

of only 1-2 px is used as particle displacement during

a scan is minimal given high scanning speeds. This is

considerably larger than the expected displacement of

the particles during image taking for the neighbouring

sheets, however a slightly relaxed search radius may ac-

count for error during the peak finding step. This search

region remains well below the average distance between

particles, which can be estimated by r2D = 0.5N
−1/2
I,s

(Adrian, 1991). We have verified that the search radius

for grouping particles in order to calculate fs remains

well below the mean inter-particle distance even at the

highest NV considered here.

Once the particle’s appearance in successive scan

images is identified, the variation in its intensity during

the scan is collated. Given a laser sheet whose intensity

varies approximately as a Gaussian across its thickness,

the fractional sheet number fs of the particle is then es-

timated by fitting a Gaussian curve to these intensities

and nominal sheet numbers ns. The peak of the fitted

Gaussian corresponds to the estimated fractional sheet

number fs which we assume corresponds accurately to

the particle’s location along the scan direction. This

technique was originally intended for laser sheet self-

calibration (Knutsen et al, 2017), and could still be used

thus prior to recording data, but is here repurposed for

finding the particle locations themselves along the scan

direction.
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The triangulation algorithm then follows that used

by Maas et al (1993), but now using a reduced search

depth giving a shortened epipolar line. The first and

last sheet images are excluded since they contain many

particles at the edge of the measurement volume not

illuminated more than once (obtaining a reasonably ac-

curate fs requires at least three readings of a particle’s

intensity). Starting with a particle in camera 1, its fs
is used to fix a projection volume dz = z(fs) ± ∆z,

where in practice a small tolerance ∆z about the z lo-

cation corresponding to the deduced fs is used. The

estimated 3D locations are projected to both camera

views to estimate the re-projection error, which is the

difference between the actual location of the particle in

the original image to that in its projected image from

the candidate triangulation location. The 3D location

is only retained as a triangulated particle if the repro-

jection error is below a certain threshold.

Finally, particles triangulated in a current sheet are

removed from particle lists in subsequent sheets where

they were identified during the calculation of their fs.

That is, when a particle is triangulated in sheet ns, it is

removed as a potential particle from sheets ns + 1 and

so on. Doing so means subsequent sheets have com-

paratively fewer particles on which a triangulation is

attempted, accelerating the procedure along the scan

direction z. In addition, an iterative triangulation for

the whole volume may be attempted by using resid-

ual images. These are formed from subtracting the pro-

jected image of triangulated particles from the origi-

nal image. For example, a 2 px radius about the pro-

jected location is identified within the original image,

and this intensity distribution is subtracted to form

the residual image for that sheet. For the present syn-

thetic experiment, a triangulation on residual images

yields an additional modest ≈ 1% of correctly triangu-

lated particles for an equivalent particle image density

of NI ≈ 0.05 ppp, compared to ≈ 85% of particles being

correctly triangulated on the first pass with the original

images. If needed, it is possible to use a more sophisti-

cated method for subtracting projected images of trian-

gulated particle locations exploiting a calibrated optical

transfer function (Schanz et al, 2013), since overlapping

images of particles not yet triangulated are also deleted

in such a process. However in this instance, a small

fraction of particle images are overlapped due to the

division of the volume into thin slices via scanning (be-

ing ≈ 2% for the NV = 1.8×10−4 ppv considered in the

synthetic experiment, see figure 5 below). Hence such

a method is not expected to greatly improve upon a

simpler subtraction of all intensity in the proximity of

the projected image location. Residual images have not

been used in the present work, but could prove useful

when the method is used for real experimental data.

2.3 Particle pairing to form tracks

For particle tracking, the scheme of Malik et al (1993)

is used. The linking process is guided by three heuristic

criteria:

(a) Nearest neighbour: particle displacement is limited

in all directions

(b) Minimum acceleration: Lagrangian acceleration of

a particle is limited

(c) Least change in acceleration: in cases of multiple

choices, the trajectory resulting in the smallest cha-

nge in acceleration is deemed the most likely one

The scanning PTV method is presently investigated

via synthetic experiment. A predictor velocity is re-

quired to start the particle tracking algorithm. From

a selected particle’s location in the first time step, this

predictor velocity is then used to estimate the parti-

cle’s location in the subsequent time step. In an experi-

ment, this would be the corresponding Eulerian velocity

from a PIV cross-correlation (i.e. Lawson and Dawson,

2014). For the synthetic experiment as described below,

a ‘PIV-like’ grid of velocity vectors spaced at ≈ 1.53 η

(Lawson and Dawson, 2014) is sourced at the relevant

time step from the DNS database, and the predictor

velocity for a particle’s location is found via linear in-

terpolation from the gridded data. The velocity fields

used are ‘ideal’ being sourced from spectrally-resolved

DNS, where in a real experiment the predictor velocity

may be under-resolved or otherwise subject to error.

The use of a judiciously chosen search radius based on

seeding density about the predicted location means the

method is able to tolerate, in practice, some error in

the predicted location resulting from a less accurate

predictor velocity. A link is created when a particle is

found within this specified search region at the subse-

quent time step. Following the first link, the particle’s

location in a subsequent time step is predicted using a

velocity deduced the first two locations such that the

predictor velocity is only required for the first trajectory

link. Once possible tracks of length 4 are established,

the third criterion (c) is used to further prolong the

trajectory. Such particle tracking requires a large num-

ber of nearest-neighbour searches, presently undertaken

with aid of a GPU and the open-access code of Garcia

et al (2010).
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3 Study of experimental parameters

The present work aims to improve the triangulation

part of the full particle tracking scheme. We here seek

to study the influence of various scanning parameters

upon the performances of the proposed triangulation

method for instantaneous 3D particle fields. Particles

triangulated within fields at subsequent times are then

linked to form tracks according to the scheme of Malik

et al (1993) which we do not alter.

Sect. 3.2 studies the effect of controllable experi-

mental parameters such as the seeding particle density,

laser sheet overlap, sheet thickness and scanning laser

sheet speed, all being set prior to performing an exper-

iment, where Sect. 3.3 considers uncontrollable factors

such as the effect of noise in the images and devia-

tions of the laser sheet intensity profile from an assumed

ideal Gaussian one. For the study of controllable exper-

imental parameters, ideal noise-free images were used.

The results are quantified in terms of both accuracy

(mean error in the triangulated particle locations with

respect to ‘ground truth’ particle locations) and effi-

cacy (fraction of ‘ground truth’ particles triangulated)

of the triangulation procedure. An overview of the rel-

evant scanning parameters, including those to be var-

ied as part of the parametric study, is given in Table

2. The figures in this section result from single reali-

sations of each test, however results appear reasonably

converged due to the large number of particles involved.

For example, the lowest equivalent particle image den-

sity (NI ≈ 0.005 ppp) considered involves in excess of

4000 particles; the mean and standard deviation of the

error in particle position as shown in figure 3 varies

less than 2% over three independent realisations, the

fraction of particles found by less than 0.5%. Such vari-

ation will be even smaller for higher particle densities

with many more particles ensuring confidence in the

statistics presented in the parametric studies herein.

3.1 Synthetic particle image generation for the

scanning setup

Synthetic images were generated for a simulation of the

scanning configuration, which was set up to mimic the

previously-realised experiment of Lawson and Dawson

(2014). The scanning parameters were chosen based on

dimensions of the simulated volume. Two cameras were

simulated at angles θ = 30◦ and −30◦, whose sensor

sizes were set to 1024 × 1024 px. Particles were ran-

domly distributed within the volume, based on the re-

quired volumetric seeding density NV in particles per

voxel (ppv). The laser sheet positions along the scan

Table 2 Relevant scanning PTV parameters for testing of
experimental setup

Parameter Symbol Value
Taylor microscale Re Reλ 418

Measured volume width Lx/η 128
Measured volume height Ly/η 128
Measured volume depth Lz/η 32
Camera 1 viewing angle θ1 30◦

Camera 2 viewing angle θ2 −30◦

Image resolution (px) − 1024× 1024
Particle image diameter D/η 0.02

Laser sheet thickness Lz/w variable
Laser sheet spacing M∆z variable
Laser sheet overlap w/∆z variable
Laser sheet speed us/u′rms variable

were set based on a laser sheet thickness w, sheet spac-

ing ∆z and number of sheets Ns, required to scan the

depth along the scanning direction Lz. Particles located

within the sheet thickness at each sheet position were

then projected to image coordinates using a pinhole

camera model (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003).

The intensity I(z) of a particle as a function of its z-

position within a laser sheet follows the form (Scharnowski

and Kähler, 2016):

I(z) = Imax. exp

[
−
∣∣∣∣( 2z

∆z0

)s∣∣∣∣] , (1)

where ∆z0 = w is the width at which I(z) drops to

Imax/e, and s is the shape factor, s = 2 being presently

used to yield a Gaussian beam profile. The maximum

intensity at the light sheet centre, Imax, at a scattering

angle of (π/2− θ) is modelled as

Imax =
4

πk2R2
Iλi(θ)

2, (2)

where Iλ is the input light energy density (set to 2.546×
104 J/m2), i(θ) is the Mie scattering coefficient, R is

the distance of the particles from the camera sensor

and k = 2π/λ is the wave number for wavelength λ =

532 nm.

Random background white noise was added to the

images at a range of levels (Sect. 3.3.1) with the mean

of each noise level set as a percentage of the maximum

intensity in the original noise-free image.

3.2 Controllable experimental parameters

3.2.1 Seeding density

To study the effect of increasing seeding density on

the efficacy and accuracy of the triangulation method,

six seeding densities NV (in ppv) ranging NV = 1.8 ×
10−5−4.4×10−4 ppv were considered. An approximate
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particle image density NI (in ppp), representing the

equivalent particle image density assuming full-field il-

lumination so as to permit comparison with volumetric

3D-PTV methods, is found by conversion of NV using

an adjusted scanning depth `z (in px) accounting for

the viewing angle:

NI ≈ NV `z = NV
Lz

cos θ
, (3)

such that our tested range corresponds to NI ≈ 0.05−
0.125 ppp. The Iterative Particle Reconstruction (IPR)

of Wieneke (2013) is able to reconstruct particle fields

from single recordings up to around NI ≈ 0.05 ppp.

Building upon IPR by additionally exploiting time in-

formation yielded from a sequence of recordings, the

‘Shake-The-Box’ method (Schanz et al, 2016) was shown

to be highly effective in creating accurate and virtually

ghost-free particle tracks over the range NI = 0.01 −
0.125 ppp. With regards to the sheets, Lz/w = 12,

w/∆z = 5 were set for this section. Setting Lz/w = 12

means the actual particle image densities tackled by

the present method corresponds to ≈ NI/(Lz/w) =

NI,s ≈ 0.0034− 0.010 ppp. That the actual particle im-

age densities faced by the triangulation algorithm are

so reduced via partition of the volume using scanning

means the ‘classic’ triangulation of Maas et al (1993),

improved using a fitted sheet number fs, performs sat-

isfactorily. These two sheet parameters are shown in

figure 4(b) below to maximise the fraction, for a mod-

est number of sheets, of ‘fitted’ particles, denoting those

particles viewed three or more times such that their po-

sition along the scan direction z is estimated accurately

by calculating their fitted sheet number fs via Gaussian

curve fitting. In addition us/u
′
rms =∞ was used for this

section, such that all images are taken at the same time.

In the present method, particle triangulation is aided

by tightly fixing the location of each particle along the

scan direction z via use of the fitted sheet number fs.

A tolerance of 1/4 th of the sheet thickness w about the

estimated z location (from fs) is used for triangulation.

If a triangulated particle is found within a 1 px ra-

dius of a known ‘ground truth’ particle location then

the particle is deemed to be correctly ‘detected’, this

being the same threshold used by Schanz et al (2016).

We note that increasing the search range would increase

the number of ‘found’ particles, at the expense of tri-

angulation accuracy. For the purposes of analysis it is

however necessary to define a threshold. Figure 2 shows

the fraction of particles successfully triangulated over a

range of NV via the present scanning technique. Tri-

angulation where the search depth is the entire volume

generally becomes unfeasible (i.e. returns a larger frac-

tion of ghost particles than ‘true’ particles) at particle

Fig. 2 Fraction of successfully triangulated particles, given
the known ‘ground truth’ locations: using OOO, the nominal
sheet number ns as in Hoyer et al (2005), and 2, the fitted
sheet number fs

[p
x
]

Fig. 3 Positional error in ‘truly’ detected triangulated parti-
cle location for the current scanning PTV: ◦, mean error and
O, standard deviation in error

image densities of NI ≈ 0.005 ppp (for the present syn-

thetic setup this corresponds to a volumetric density of

NV ≈ 1.8× 10−5 ppv using (3)). A significant improve-

ment is found over the method of Hoyer et al (2005),

which used ns, as the particle density increases. The

vast majority of successfully triangulated particles are

fitted with a fs prior to triangulation; in those cases

which they have not the particles’ nominal sheet num-

ber ns may be used. The fraction of detected parti-

cles decreases rapidly with increasing seeding density

for high NV . At the highest seeding density considered

(NV = 4.4 × 10−4 ppv), the fraction of particles found

is only around 0.6.
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Figure 3 plots the mean and standard deviation of

the positional error between the correctly triangulated

(‘detected’) and ground truth particle locations. We

note that as NV increases, the fraction of successfully

detected particles decreases as per figure 2. Interest-

ingly, positional error does not increase with increasing

NV for successfully detected particles, in fact decreas-

ing slightly, however this is at least partially due to the

criterion used for deciding on which particles are ‘de-

tected’, currently set to be those within a 1 px radius of

a ‘ground truth’ particle (i.e. there is an upper bound

on the value that the error in figure 3 may take). That

the mean positional error is ≈ 0.17 px then suggests

that most correctly detected particles are in fact closer

than 1 px to the ‘ground truth’ particle location. How-

ever, the percentage of ghost particles increases with

increasing NV . For the tested equivalent particle image

densities NI ≈ {0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.125} ppp

(assuming full-volume illumination) the percentage of

ghost particles detected is {0.23, 0.38, 1.7, 4.4, 12, 17.3}%
(as a percentage of the total number of particles trian-

gulated). Although out-performed on positional error

by the iterative ‘Shake-The-Box’ method, which is also

able to effectively eliminate ghost particles at the den-

sities considered here, the mean positional error with

the current two-camera method compares favourably to

that incurred with the iterative MLOS-SMART tomo-

graphic reconstruction method, which increases with in-

creasing NV . Additionally the percentage of ghost par-

ticles reconstructed is much smaller, which with MLOS-

SMART exceeds 250% at NI ≈ 0.125 ppp (Schanz et al,

2016).

3.2.2 Sheet overlap

Here we consider the effect of sheet overlap w/∆z and

thickness Lz/w. The triangulation efficacy of our method

is directly dependent on the percentage of particles il-

luminated multiple times over the course of a scan. In

order to fit a Gaussian profile, the particle’s intensity

must be measured at least three times. Hence it is nec-

essary to understand how the fraction of successfully

fitted particles depends on these parameters.

Figure 4 shows the result of this parametric study.

Sheet overlap ratios of w/∆z = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} are

considered, corresponding to overlap percentages {66,

75, 80, 83, 85, 87.5}%. For a fixed Lz, sheet thick-

nesses Lz/w = {5, 10, 15, 20} are considered. Fig-

ure 4a shows how many sheets (Ns) are required for

a fixed Lz as a function of sheet thickness Lz/w and

sheet overlap w/∆z. For higher Ns, the image acqui-

sition rate would need to be increased such that the

flow remains ‘frozen’ as the scan is carried out. For the
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Fig. 4 a Number of sheets Ns required as a function of sheet
overlap w/∆z for different sheet thicknesses Lz/w; b fraction
of particles successfully fitted

purposes of this section, sheet speed us/u
′
rms =∞ was

used. Figure 4b shows how increasing sheet overlap but

decreasing sheet thickness (increasing Lz/w) improves

the fraction of fitted particles. The large increase for

lower w/∆z is expected since more particles will be

identified the minimum three times required in order

to deduce fs from a Gaussian fit. The further slow in-

crease at higher w/∆z is attributable to more measure-

ments giving a better estimate of fs (higher Ns for in-

creasing Lz/w and increasing w/∆z as shown in figure

4a), and also possibly due to a lower effective seeding

density with higher Ns as the scan progresses due to

the residual triangulation method (i.e. where a parti-

cle, identified over multiple neighbouring sheets dur-

ing the calculation of fs, is removed from the particle

lists of subsequent sheets where it appears if success-

fully triangulated in a previous sheet). However gains

beyond w/∆z = 5 and Lz/w = 10 are marginal yet fur-
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Fig. 5 Fraction of overlapping particles for different sheet
thicknesses Lz/w

ther increasing these requires more sheets. The values

w/∆z = 5 and Lz/w = 12 were thus selected for the

density study above in Sect. 3.2.1 and for the synthetic

particle tracking experiment in Sect. 4.

3.2.3 Overlapping particle images

To study the effect of sheet width and particle den-

sity on the incidence of overlapping particle images,

all NV as considered in Sect. 3.2.1 and the four sheet

widths (Lz/w) from Sect. 3.2.2 are investigated. The

extent of overlapping particles directly affects peak-

finding within the camera images and thus the cor-

rect identification of individual particles. The number

of particles Nps within a single image (i.e. the slice illu-
minated by the laser sheet) is calculated based on the

sheet width as

Nps = N × w

Lz
. (4)

The number of overlapping particles Nos in each sheet

image of area A = Lx × Ly is then given by (Cierpka

et al, 2013)

Nos = (Nps−1)+
A

Acrit

(
exp

[
−(Nps − 1)Acrit

A

]
− 1

)
,

(5)

where Acrit = π(D/2)2 for particle image diameter D.

Figure 5 shows the percentage of overlapping parti-

cles for different sheet widths at the seeding densities

studied. A high fraction of overlapping particles will

degrade the efficacy of individual particle identification

in images for the ensuing triangulation. The fraction

of overlapping particle images is essentially zero for

[p
x

]

Fig. 6 Error in linearly-corrected triangulated particle lo-
cations for different sheet speeds us/u′rms; ◦, mean error
and O, standard deviation in error; curves in black, NV =
1.8 × 10−4 ppv (NI ≈ 0.05 ppp); curves in blue, NV =
1.8× 10−5 ppv (NI ≈ 0.005 ppp)

the lowest density case NV = 1.8 × 10−5 ppv (NI ≈
0.005 ppp) at all sheet thicknesses. For the higher den-

sity cases, a substantial reduction from around 10%

overlapping particle images to around 5% is achieved

with Lz/w = 10− 15.

3.2.4 Finite sheet speed

A source of error specific to a scanning setup is the

effect of a finite scanning laser sheet speed. Where fig-

ure 2 considers an infinite sheet speed, figure 6 con-

siders a range to better understand the effect of fi-

nite sheet speed on triangulation accuracy. For both

the present parameter assessment and the synthetic ex-

periment presented in Sect. 4, velocity fields from the

forced homogeneous isotropic box turbulence case are

sourced from the Johns Hopkins Turbulence Database

(JHTDB) (Li et al, 2008), with rms velocity u′rms, and

are used to advect the particles. Subsequent scans of the

measurement volume are separated by a time ∆t dur-

ing which the particles are advected by the local fluid

velocity. For a finite sheet speed, requiring a finite time

to scan the volume, the particles are also advected dur-

ing the scan. In an experiment, this time is determined

by the frame rate fscan and the number of sheets Ns.

A decreasing us/u
′
rms means that the particles move

increasingly during the scan, giving triangulated loca-

tions for a single scan that correspond to an increasing

spread of times between particles in the first and last

sheets.

Sheet speed ratios of us/u
′
rms ≈ {25, 50, 100, 150, 200}

were considered to study the effect of finite sheet speed.
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Following 3D particle reconstruction, a linear (i.e. first-

order) positional correction is applied to all particles

using their fitted sheet numbers to recover their approx-

imate locations at a simultaneous time corresponding

to the end of the scan. That is, particles in the final

sheet will be subject to no correction, whereas particles

in the first sheet will have a 3D positional correction

applied by adding ∆x = tscanuloc to their triangulated

positions, where tscan is the time taken to complete the

scan, and uloc is the local velocity vector at the begin-

ning of the scan. Figure 6 shows the mean error in pixels

between the ‘ground truth’ particle locations (recorded

at the end of the scan) and the corrected particle lo-

cations for the different sheet speed ratios. When the

sheet speed is us/u
′
rms & 100, the mean error in the

corrected particle locations is ≈ 0.2 px for both low

(NV = 1.8 × 10−5 ppv, NI ≈ 0.005 ppp) and higher

(NV = 1.8× 10−4 ppv, NI ≈ 0.05 ppp) seeding density

cases. These values are only ≈ 0.03 px greater than the

positional error shown for the infinite-us study in figure

3 in Sect. 3.2.1. We note also that all other things be-

ing equal, the error will likely increase with a larger Lz
(i.e. more sheets) since particles in latter sheets have

more time to move during the scan, possibly eventu-

ally exceeding that which can be corrected linearly as

herein.

3.3 Uncontrollable experimental parameters

3.3.1 Noise

Four levels of random noise are introduced to the ideal

images in order to study its impact on the triangulation

procedure, being 5, 10, 15 and 20% of the maximum il-

lumination in the noise-free image. This was applied

to all seeding densities considered in Sect. 3.2.1. Prior

to the triangulation step, 2D intensity peaks must be

located within the images, presently carried out using

the peak-finding algorithm described in Sect. 2.1. Fig-

ure 7a shows the mean error in the 2D peak location

estimation when images are subject to these varying

levels of noise. A higher intensity threshold for peak-

identification was used in this section than for others,

so that particles for the 20% noise case could be bet-

ter distinguished. This in general results in fewer tri-

angulated particles as weaker intensity spots are disre-

garded. The mean error in 2D intensity peak location

was < 0.3 px for all cases and all noise levels inves-

tigated. The error appears to grow in a fairly steady

manner both with noise level and particle density for

the ranges we consider, except for the highest NV where

it increases rather more rapidly. This is presumably

due to the intensity peaks becoming more difficult to
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Fig. 7 a Mean error in 2D particle image detection as a func-
tion of particle density NV for four different random noise
levels {5%, 10%, 15%, 20%}, curves darkening with increas-
ing noise level; b fraction of successfully triangulated parti-
cles, given the known ‘ground truth’ locations; curves and
NV range same as in a

distinguish with high levels of background noise when

there are many closely-spaced particle images. Figure

7b shows fraction of successfully triangulated particles

(using the same criterion used for figure 2, i.e. if a tri-

angulated location is within a 1 px radius of a known

‘ground truth’ particle location, the particle is consid-

ered ‘found’) for the studied range of seeding densities.

The performance of the present triangulation procedure

is shown to be robust in the presence of mild to mod-

erate noise. However above noise levels of ≈ 15% and

particle densities NV ≈ 3.5×10−4 ppv, the method tri-

angulates < 50% of ground-truth particle locations.
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3.3.2 Deviation of the laser sheet profile from an ideal

Gaussian

The shape of the laser sheet profile is determined by

shape factor s in (1), which when set to s = 2 gives a

Gaussian profile. Accurate sheet fitting requires some

variation of the laser’s intensity over the range of nom-

inal sheet number ns being used to find fs. We now

vary this to s = {2, 4, 10} for the seeding density NV =

1.8×10−4 ppv (NI ≈ 0.05 ppp). As s increases the pro-

file approaches a top-hat profile. Figure 8a shows the

intensity variation of a particle over five sheets, demon-

strating how the shape of the laser beam profile changes

with s. For a single particle, the fitted sheet numbers

(fs) obtained for s = {2, 4, 10} within (1) are essentially

exactly the same. The mean error shown in figure 8b

also does not vary significantly for the different profile

shapes considered presently. Therefore we find the ac-

tual profile of the laser sheet doesn’t significantly affect

the efficacy of triangulation method for the values of s

considered here, as long as there is some intensity vari-

ation over the laser sheet’s thickness, and it is correctly

characterized prior to the experiment.

4 Verification via synthetic experiment

The JHTDB was used for a synthetic experiment on

which the present methodology has been tested thus

far. The initially random distribution of particles is ad-

vected in time subject to the time-evolving velocities

from the forced and isotropic DNS fields. For this pur-

pose we made use of the Lagrangian tracking ‘GetPo-

sition’ function as supplied in the JHTDB toolbox (Yu

et al, 2012). Scanning PIV images for two camera an-

gles were created using a code based on the EUROPIV

Synthetic Image Generator (Lecordier and Westerweel,

2004). The main details of the synthetic experiment

may be found in Table 3. An image resolution of 1024×
1024 px was used. Parameters were chosen such as to be

dynamically similar to the scanning PIV experiment of

Lawson and Dawson (2014). Aside from the sheet over-

lap, which has been increased slightly for the synthetic

experiment in order to deduce the fitted sheet num-

ber fs for individual particles, the remaining parame-

ters are also chosen to be similar, so that our synthetic

experiment represents a setup realisable in the labo-

ratory (i.e. feasible sheet speed us/u
′
rms). The present

scanning PTV setup places specific demands upon laser

sheet speed and sheet overlap for the triangulation to

be effective, which may impose practical restrictions

upon laboratory experiments. The sheet overlap must

be higher than in previous similar setups (Lawson and

Dawson, 2014, 2015) such that fs may be calculated
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Fig. 8 a Intensity variation of a single particle over five
sheets within a scan, for three different sheet shape factors
s; b error in triangulated particle location for the differ-
ent shape factors for the medium-density case with NV =
1.8× 10−4 ppv (NI ≈ 0.05 ppp): ◦, mean positional error; O,
standard deviation of positional error

for a majority of particles. Both the sheet overlap and

sheet speed requirements of the current methodology

are met in the recent experiments in water presented in

Lawson et al (2019) for a Taylor microscale Reynolds

number of Reλ ≈ 315. Samples from within the JHTDB

are separated in time by the large eddy turnover time

TL = L/u′rms, where L is the integral scale, and in space

by a distance ≈ 1.5L within the computational domain,

such that the samples may be considered independent.

4.1 Lagrangian statistics

The present experimental scanning method as used by

Lawson and Dawson (2014) was first developed to yield

Eulerian statistics on a regular grid via PIV cross-correlation.
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Table 3 Parameters for the synthetic experiment. Those not
listed here are as in Table 1

Nsamples Ns NV NI

15 62 1.8× 10−4 ppv 0.05 ppp

∆t/τη us/u′rms w/∆z Lz/w

0.094 157 5.0 12

Lagrangian statistics are the goal of the present tech-

nique. The present method tracks a single particle for

over 20∆t (≈ 2 τη) to an accuracy of < 1 px when com-

pared to the final location found using pseudo-tracking

directly within the time-evolving DNS. Particle move-

ment during the scan (due to the finite sheet speed)

remains small enough such that a linear positional cor-

rection using the local velocity is adequate to interpo-

late their position to that corresponding to a simulta-

neous time for the whole domain before the tracking

algorithm is applied, as was done in Sect. 3.2.4. The

search region about a predicted location is presently

set to a radius of approximately 1/3 of the mean inter-

particle distance. Once tracks of a desired length are

established via the particle tracking algorithm, the cu-

bic spline interpolation scheme of Lüthi et al (2005) is

used. All components of the particle velocities and ac-

celerations may then be calculated at any point along

these trajectories.

4.1.1 Visualisations

Figure 9 shows tracks for two samples of the synthetic

experiment. Figure 9a shows a larger number of smaller

eddies whereas the sample of figure 9b is seemingly

dominated by a single larger structure on the order of

the measurement volume itself.

4.1.2 Accelerations

Tracks of length ≈ 0.75 τη in time are used to calculate

accelerations as in Voth et al (2002). Components of

Lagrangian acceleration a = (ax, ay, az), the distribu-

tions of which are shown in figure 10. As demonstrated

in Voth et al (2002), the presence of large accelerations

signalling extreme events is characteristic of turbulence.

For reference we have also plotted the curve fit of Voth

et al (2002), although we note their data was taken in a

sparsely-seeded flow. For the present high-density syn-

thetic experiment (NI ≈ 0.05 ppp), we find the tails

to be considerably narrower than that suggested by

Voth et al (2002). However wider tails are recovered

if the experiment is repeated at a lower density (NI ≈

Fig. 9 Particle tracks for two different samples, demonstrat-
ing variations in structures for the selected ‘slab’ of turbu-
lence. Tracks are coloured by the magnitude of the velocity
vector u = (u, v, w) along each track at each point in time

0.005 ppp). To avoid ambiguity in the particle match-

ing, the search radius about a predicted location in a

subsequent time step is restricted to 1/3 of the inter-

particle distance as mentioned above. Hence the sparse

case will permit larger accelerations to be recorded,

since the algorithm in the dense case is unable to distin-

guish one potential track from another if the particle’s

actual location differs from the predicted location by an

amount on the order of the inter-particle spacing. The

sparse case, with a larger inter-particle spacing, there-

fore admits larger ‘deviations’ from a predicted path,

and hence more extreme accelerations. The difference

in the acceleration PDFs is therefore not the result of a

difference in spatial or temporal resolution, but rather

exposes an inherent limit on the magnitude of acceler-

ation measurable in dense fields. Presently, the particle

tracking algorithm proposed by Malik et al (1993) is

used unaltered with a conservative search radius such
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Fig. 10 Probability density function (PDF) of the compo-
nents of Lagrangian acceleration normalized by the standard
deviation for each component: for the present LPT method-
ology: • ax, • ay, • az; from pseudo-tracking directly within
the DNS fields: 444 ax, 444 ay, 444 az; repeating the synthetic
experiment with a lower equivalent particle image density
NI ≈ 0.005 ppp: 222 ax, 222 ay, 222 az. Accelerations are com-
puted from tracks of length ≈ 0.75 τη in time from which
measurements are bootstrapped along the lengths to increase
statistical convergence; , fit from Voth et al (2002):
P (a) = C exp(−a2/((1 + |aβ/σ|γ)σ2)), where β = 0.539,
γ = 1.588, σ = 0.508 and C = 0.786; , Gaussian dis-
tribution with the same standard deviation as P (ax)

as to avoid ambiguous particle matching. However it

is possible that a more sophisticated tracking scheme,

perhaps involving a multi-pass approach for ‘unclaimed’

particles, could admit larger particle accelerations in

dense fields.

In general, long tracks formed over a time corre-

sponding to at least ≈ 2τη are necessary in order to

yield smooth Lagrangian statistics (Lüthi et al, 2005),

particularly spatial velocity derivatives. Tracks of this

length are used to reproduce the acceleration ‘test’ as

in Hoyer et al (2005). The Lagrangian accelerations

(ai = Dui/Dt) are related to the local accelerations

(al,i = ∂ui/∂t) and convective accelerations (ac,i =

uj∂ui/∂xj) via the following relation:

Dui
Dt

=
∂ui
∂t

+ uj
∂ui
∂xj

. (6)

Spatial derivatives for the convective accelerations re-

quire information from neighbouring particles. At present

the scheme of Lüthi et al (2005) is used with informa-

tion from the closest 20 particles to the point in space

where we seek the spatial derivative, along with infor-

mation from times t and t ± 2∆t. The average inter-

particle distance in the present fields (at the time of ini-

tial seeding) is approximately 1.3 η, whereas for Lüthi

et al (2005) it was around 4.2 η, and Hoyer et al (2005)

Fig. 11 Acceleration check (joint PDF) relating Lagrangian,
local and convective accelerations; in black, for the high
density (NI ≈ 0.05 ppp) case; in blue, for the low density
(NI ≈ 0.005 ppp) case. The high correlation coefficient (value
of Q) between the two sides of (6) for the high density case
demonstrates good spatial resolution

used particle fields with average particle separations of

2.4 η. As detailed by Hoyer et al (2005), relation (6)

is a strict test of spatial resolution. In figure 11 we

find very high correlation between the left- and right-

hand sides of (6) for the ax component by considering

their joint PDFs, confirming the adequate spatial res-

olution of the present high density (NI ≈ 0.05 ppp)

synthetic experiment. We find the value of the corre-

lation to be somewhat decreased for the lower density

(NI ≈ 0.005 ppp) case. Some degradation is to be ex-

pected since the fidelity of the velocity gradient tensor,

terms of which appear in (6), is reduced at lower seed-

ing density. However we note that for the same number

of independent samples, the lower density case repre-

sents a smaller number of measurements, meaning the

results are less converged. Similar results are found for

the other two spatial dimensions.

5 Conclusions

We have introduced a novel method for Lagrangian par-

ticle tracking based on a scanning laser technique. Par-

ticles are first triangulated in the 3D measurement do-

main and then linked in subsequent volumes in time to

form tracks from which Lagrangian velocities and ac-

celerations can be calculated. The main contribution of

the present work is to improve the particle triangula-

tion efficacy. We demonstrated the use of a fitted sheet

space number, which serves to further restrict the par-

ticle search depth in the scanning direction. The new

method accurately triangulates a large fraction of true
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particle locations for very high particle densities, up to

an equivalent particle image density NI ≈ 0.125 ppp,

where typical volumetric triangulation typically suffers

from large fractions of falsely detected particles when

NI ≈ 0.005 ppp. The fraction of successfully triangu-

lated particles remains high in the presence of mild to

moderate noise, and particle movement during the scan

for finite scanning laser sheet speeds can be corrected

for if the sheet speed is at least two orders of magni-

tude larger than the characteristic velocity scale of the

flow. The technique was tested via synthetic experiment

using a DNS database, mimicking the conditions of a

previous scanning setup, for which we were able to cal-

culate Lagrangian velocities and accelerations. Spatial

resolution was demonstrated by very good correlation

of the Lagrangian acceleration with the local and con-

vective accelerations. An inherent upper limit on the

magnitude of accelerations measurable was found for

very dense fields using the current tracking algorithm

due to a reduced mean inter-particle distance. To avoid

ambiguity when forming particle tracks, the more dense

a particle field is, the smaller the permissible search

radius about a particle’s predicted location at a sub-

sequent time step. A more advanced particle tracking

algorithm could possibly permit larger accelerations to

be detected at higher densities.

The new scanning PTV method presents a robust

technique for obtaining Lagrangian statistics in densely-

seeded measurement volumes, required for the adequate

spatial resolution of flows with high Reynolds number.

We intend to use the method introduced herein for high-

Reynolds number experimental flow data.
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